Abstract-The advances made in channel-capacity codes, such as turbo codes and low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes, have played a major role in the emerging distributed source coding paradigm. LDPC codes can be easily adapted to new source coding strategies due to their natural representation as bipartite graphs and the use of quasi-optimal decoding algorithms, such as belief propagation. This paper tackles a relevant scenario in distributed video coding: lossy source coding when multiple side information (SI) hypotheses are available at the decoder, each one correlated with the source according to different correlation noise channels. Thus, it is proposed to exploit multiple SI hypotheses through an efficient joint decoding technique with multiple LDPC syndrome decoders that exchange information to obtain coding efficiency improvements. At the decoder side, the multiple SI hypotheses are created with motion compensated frame interpolation and fused together in a novel iterative LDPC based Slepian-Wolf decoding algorithm. With the creation of multiple SI hypotheses and the proposed decoding algorithm, bitrate savings up to 8.0% are obtained for similar decoded quality.
I. INTRODUCTION Nowadays, the state-of-the-art on predictive video coding is represented by the efficient H.264/AVC (advanced video coding) standard [1] which is being adopted for several downlink applications where a few highly complex encoders feed numerous simple decoders, e.g. digital television (both in standard and high definition) and Blu-ray discs. However, a growing number of applications do not fit well the typical down-link model but rather follow an up-link model in which many senders deliver data to a central receiver. To address this emerging scenario, a new video coding paradigm known as distributed video coding (DVC) has emerged, inspired by two Information Theory results from the 70's: the SlepianWolf theorem [2] and the Wyner-Ziv theorem [3] ; these two theorems open the door for novel video codecs where the video statistics are exploited, partially or totally, at the decoder. Typically, in DVC, the source is lossy compressed, while the side information (a noisy version of the source ), is perfectly known to the decoder only.
An interesting scenario in distributed video coding is when the decoder can create multiple side information (SI) hypotheses which are (all) correlated with the source in different ways, i.e. according to different virtual correlation channels. To exploit this side information diversity, the Slepian-Wolf decoder can use multiple SI hypotheses which make a unique contribution to the decoding process, thus leading to better coding efficiency.
In such scenario, one possible approach is to Slepian-Wolf decode each side information hypothesis and select the 'best' source reconstruction, typically when a certain low error probability criterion is satisfied. This approach was followed in the power-efficient, robust, high compression syndrome based multimedia (PRISM) DVC codec [4] characterized by block-based syndrome coding and decoder motion estimation. In a PRISM decoder, a set of candidate decoded blocks are generated with every possible side information hypothesis and one of the decoded blocks is selected with a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) hash code.
In this paper, instead of sequentially decoding all SI hypotheses until the source is successfully decoded, a novel approach is proposed: all SI hypotheses are jointly used in a single Slepian-Wolf decoding process.
Misra et al. were the first to propose the creation of multiple SI hypotheses (and not blocks as in PRISM) by including two motion compensated frames obtained by forward and backward extrapolation, and , respectively [5] . A joint correlation noise model distribution | , which takes into account both SI hypotheses was proposed and estimated offline through a training stage over several video sequences. In [5] , the authors claim that a better source estimation is obtained in covered/uncovered regions by creating multiple extrapolation SI hypotheses rather than by frame interpolation. In [6] , Huang et al. proposed to generate multiple SI hypotheses by applying separate (Laplacian) correlation noise models with different parameters for interpolation and extrapolation and by combining them at the probability level, generating a set of candidate soft inputs that are fed into the low-density parity-check (LDPC) decoder. In [7] , Kubasov et al. proposed to create two SI hypotheses, derived by two different motion-compensated temporal interpolation (MCTI) techniques: block based and mesh based models. An optimal minimum mean squared error (MMSE) reconstruction module was proposed which exploits the joint correlation noise model distribution to obtain an improved rate-distortion (RD) performance. However, previous state-of-the-art work has not exploited the multiple side information hypotheses in the Slepian-Wolf module of a DVC decoder. Thus, this paper proposes an augmented graph decoder created through the concatenation of LDPC syndrome decoders, one for each SI hypothesis, and by computing sum-product algorithm (SPA) messages to perform joint decoding. Each LDPC syndrome decoder is initialized with different soft-input information (probabilities) derived from each SI hypothesis. The major paper contribution regards a novel method to fuse the (soft-input) probabilities of each LDPC syndrome decoder during the iterative decoding process leading to an increased efficiency when compared to the case of a single side information frame. The multiple SI hypotheses are extracted from a widely used motion compensated frame interpolation (MCFI) framework [8] for mono-view distributed video coding. However, this type of approach is also relevant for other emerging scenarios, such as distributed multi-view video coding and distributed multiple description coding, with multiple side information hypotheses available at the decoder. This paper is organized as follows: in Section II, a brief overview of the DVC Augmented Graph (DVC-AG) codec is presented; the creation of the multiple SI hypotheses and the proposed augmented graph decoding technique are described in Sections III and IV, respectively. In Section V, the DVC-AG RD performance is evaluated and Section VI presents some final remarks.
II. DVC-AG CODEC ARCHITECTURE
The DVC-AG codec architecture adopted in this paper is based on a feedback channel based transform domain DVC codec [9] . Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of the DVC-AG codec, where the main contribution of this paper is highlighted. As usual, at the DVC-AG encoder, each WZ frame is first transformed with the H.264/AVC 4 4 integer DCT transform followed by the rearrangement of the DCT coefficients of the entire frame in DCT bands. Then, each DCT band is uniformly quantized and bitplanes are formed and sent to the LDPC encoder, which generates syndromes that are transmitted in small amounts upon decoder request. The key frames are encoded using the H.264/AVC Intra coding scheme. The techniques proposed in this paper do not require any change at the encoder side comparing to other DVC codecs, such as the DISCOVER DVC codec [9] , leaving it lightweight, with much lower complexity when compared to H.264/AVC Intra and H.264/AVC zero-motion codecs [10] .
At the DVC-AG decoder, the first step is to obtain the key frames and store them in the frame buffer for later use. According to the group of pictures (GOP) size, two reference frames and , corresponding to the backward and the forward temporally adjacent decoded frames to the WZ frame being decoded, are used by the multiple SI creation module; for GOP 2 (I-WZ-I), and are the decoded key frames. Multiple SI hypotheses … are created with interpolation and extrapolation solutions (as detailed in the next section) and the integer DCT transform is applied to each SI hypothesis, obtaining multiple SI DCT coefficients sets. With the help of the correlation noise model (CNM), DCT coefficients are converted to soft-input information, i.e. to conditional bit probabilities (one probability value for each bit representing the symbol value), needed for the Slepian-Wolf decoding. The CNM corresponds to a Laplacian distribution | which models the residual statistics between corresponding DCT coefficients of the WZ frame and each SI frame ; the Laplacian parameter is estimated online for each DCT coefficient [11] .
The Slepian-Wolf decoding process corresponds to the augmented LDPC graph decoding contribution which consists in five stages:
• LDPC syndrome decoder creation: Creation of an LDPC syndrome decoder for each SI frame .
• Augmented graph decoder creation: Creation of an augmented graph decoder by interconnecting each LDPC syndrome decoder (as described in Section IV.A).
• Iterative decoding: Iterative computation of the SPA messages (as described in Section IV.B) over the complete augmented LDPC bipartite graph with the received syndromes, soft-input information obtained from the CNM and the SI quality factor (described in Section IV.C).
• Hard decision: Thresholds the soft-output data calculated by each LDPC syndrome decoder; several decoded bitplanes (hard decision) are obtained.
• Error detection: Determines if one of the decoded bitplanes is close (i.e. with low error probability) to the original source bitplane with an error detection criterion. The used criterion checks if all corresponding LDPC code parity-check equations are fulfilled and performs a CRC check to detect any remaining errors. If all checks are verified, that bitplane is considered successfully decoded. If none of the bitplanes was successfully decoded more syndrome bits are requested using the feedback channel until successful bitplane decoding is reached. After successfully decoding the most significant bitplane (MSB) of a DCT band, it is possible to coarsely reconstruct that DCT band and use the obtained DCT coefficients in the LDPC augmented graph decoder to calculate a quality estimate of each SI frame, i.e. how reliable each SI hypothesis is with respect to the source; this quality estimate becomes more precise as more decoded bitplanes are used to reconstruct the DCT band. Then, the Slepian-Wolf decoder can proceed in an analogous way with the remaining bitplanes associated with the same DCT band. After all DCT bands are reconstructed, an inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT) is performed and the decoded WZ frame is obtained. The side information used in the reconstruction process [7] corresponds to the SI frame, which is, in average, the best WZ frame estimation for several video sequences and test conditions.
III. MULTIPLE SI CREATION
The multiple SI creation module creates 5 different SI hypotheses; the SI hypotheses should have low correlation between them and enough quality (source correlation) to obtain high coding efficiency. It is expected that some SI hypotheses could be more useful in certain parts of the video sequence, both temporally and spatially, when compared to other SI hypotheses. The MCFI framework creates multiple SI hypotheses based only on the two reference frames and . Both reference frames are first low pass filtered and the following motion estimation techniques were used: 1. Full search motion estimation algorithm with a regularization criterion (ME-RC) is performed, as in [8] , [9] . The regularization criterion favours motion vectors closer to the origin and allows to efficiently interpolate sequences with high motion or when long GOP sizes are selected. 2. Bidirectional motion estimation (BiME) algorithm with an adaptive search range is used to refine the motion field computed by ME-RC. An hierarchical approach is followed by repeating BiME with two block sizes 16 16 and 8 8.
The refined motion vectors for the 16 16 block size are used as input for the 8 8 blocks BiME refinement step. An adaptive search range is also adaptively computed for each WZ block taking into account the motion vectors of the neighbouring blocks. 3. Weighted vector median (WVM) filter allows to obtain a smoother motion field particularly in homogeneous motion regions where outliers are effectively removed; it is also effective at motion boundaries, i.e. when abrupt changes occur in the motion vectors direction. By applying ME-RC, BiME and WVM sequentially, two symmetric motion vectors and (one pointing to each reference frame) are obtained for each block, with their origin at the block center. The 5 SI hypotheses are created according to:
1. SI hypothesis : Side information creation by bidirectional motion compensation (BiMC). With motion vectors and , the average of the motion compensated backward and forward blocks is computed. The SI hypothesis has higher quality in average for several sequences and test conditions; however, for many blocks or frames, other SI hypotheses can provide a better WZ (source) estimation. 2. SI hypotheses and : Side information creation with an extrapolation approach where only the backward (SI frame ) or the forward (SI frame ) motion vector is considered. By using the corresponding reference frame ( or ) and motion vector ( or ), the SI frame ( or is created through motion compensation. 3. SI hypothesis : Side information is created by BiMC with the motion vectors obtained after the BiME refinement step with 8 8 block size. This corresponds to an intermediate result of the MCFI framework since the WVM post-processing filter is not taken into account. In this case WVM is skipped since it does not always preserve motion contours in some regions (or objects) of the video sequence. 4. SI hypothesis : Side information is created by bilinear average interpolation between the reference frames and . During the WZ frame decoding process, this set of 5 SI hypotheses is used by the LDPC based Slepian-Wolf decoder with an augmented graph. Notice that if these hypotheses are averaged (e.g. as in [7] ) prior to a single LDPC decoding process, worst SI quality is obtained and lower RD performance is achieved.
IV. AUGMENTED GRAPH LDPC DECODER
To jointly decode the (WZ) source given several SI frames, an augmented graph LDPC syndrome decoder is created and a novel iterative decoding algorithm is proposed. Fig. 2 illustrates the augmented graph for the case of 4 side information estimates and 6 bits of source length. In practical cases, the source length (i.e. the DCT band bitplane length) has a bigger size, i.e.
A. LDPC augmented graph construction
1584 bits for QCIF sequences and 4 4 DCT transform. The LDPC augmented graph has four node types and edges that can only connect two nodes of different types. The variable nodes (v-nodes) represent the codeword bits and the check nodes (c-nodes) represent the parity-check equations of the LDPC code's parity-check matrix with dimension . The matrix performs parity-checks on a received codeword, where represents the amount of data to code and represents the total amount of data (of which is redundant).
Fig. 2. LDPC decoding augmented graph: each graph corresponds to a SI frame .
As shown in Fig. 2 , for each side information, an LDPC syndrome decoder graph is created by connecting with edges, v-nodes to c-nodes according to the same matrix . In addition, syndrome nodes (s-nodes) , are also connected by edges to c-nodes and represent the syndrome bits that are calculated, at the encoder, according to and transmitted to the decoder. The s-nodes are kept constant during the whole decoding process and are connected with an accumulator structure to each graph ; for more details on the LDPC code please refer to [12] . The presence of the accumulator allows an incremental operation of the code, since the received syndromes can be combined with the previous syndromes, obtaining a lower compression ratio.
In this paper, it is proposed to connect each graph vnode to the joint node (j-node) which fuses the probabilities of each graph to compute the joint probabilities | , … , at each j-node. Thus, each vnode is initialized with the correlation noise channel statistics for each SI frame (i.e. channel diversity) and linked together through the j-nodes.
B. Iterative decoding algorithm
The proposed decoder is completely represented with the augmented factor graph where two parts can be identified: LDPC syndrome decoders with graph for each SI hypothesis and the linking j-nodes that interconnect each graph. For the LDPC syndrome decoders, the typical sumproduct algorithm [13] can be used to compute and exchange messages between v-nodes and c-nodes (considering the snodes values). In each node, the incoming messages are processed according to the node type: i) each v-node, which represents each codeword bit, processes its input messages and sends the output to the neighbouring c-nodes; and ii) each c-node, which represents each parity-check equation of the LDPC code's matrix , processes its input messages and sends the output to the neighbouring v-nodes. Typically, the SPA decoding algorithm operates in the log-domain, i.e. the messages exchanged in the edges concern the logarithm of the ratio of the probabilities 0|input messages and 1|input messages , where corresponds to the source bit.
To decode the source, it is simultaneously performed decoding in each graph according to two decoding loops: 1. Inner loop: SPA messages are only exchanged between each decoding graph v-nodes and c-nodes [13] . All LDPC syndrome decoders iterate in parallel and 50 SPA decoding iterations are performed. Then, thresholding and error detection (see Section II) are able to select one of the decoded bitplanes if no errors were detected; in this case, decoding stops since the source is decoded successfully.
Outer loop:
The v-nodes and j-nodes exchange messages to help decode the source. Thus, all SI hypotheses are fused together and better coding efficiency is obtained, i.e. low bitrate is necessary when compared to a single SI frame, for the same decoded quality. The outer loop has 4 iterations, this means that soft-information is exchanged 4 times between each LDPC decoder graph . The j-nodes that link each graph corresponding v-node accept input messages from each v-node (as c-nodes) and compute messages for their neighbours. These messages express the probability that the source bit is 0 (or 1) in a certain position of the DCT band bitplane and are denoted as 0 (or 1 ) for the input messages of j-node received from each v-node , where represents the index of each SI hypothesis . The corresponding output messages of j-node to each v-node are represented by 0 (or 1 ). The following algorithm is proposed to process the messages received by each j-node: 1. Input correction factor: All the input probabilities are corrected with a coarse quality factor for each SI hypothesis with respect to the band bitplane to decode:
2. Joint probability computation: Assuming that the input messages are independent, the output probabilities express the joint probability that the source bit is 0 or 1 considering some of the neighbouring nodes:
where correspond to the number of SI hypotheses ( 5 in this case). In a similar way to the SPA decoding algorithm, when the output probability is calculated for vnode , it is ignored the corresponding input message received from the same node (all the remaining messages are considered). 3. Output message computation: As expected, the same factor affects the output messages sent by the j-node :
Finally, the output messages 0 and 1 must be normalized and the log-likelihood ratio log 0 / 1 should be calculated, if a log-domain SPA decoder is used, before sending the message to the corresponding edge.
C. Side information quality factor
Another crucial aspect of the proposed j-node processing algorithm is the computation of the quality factor , that expresses each SI quality at the decoder. Thus, from the SI hypotheses created, the ones that have a low correlation with the source are penalized in comparison with SI hypothesis that has higher correlation. To compute , already decoded bitplanes are first concatenated into DCT coefficient bins and then reconstructed. With the DCT reconstructed coefficients , of band in block the quality factor can be computed according to:
where is the SI hypothesis index, is the source length, is the maximum coefficient value that a DCT coefficient can assume, is the DCT coefficient values of each SI frame . The value of is sent by the encoder in the WZ band header information [14] . The DCT coefficients , represent a coarse approximation of the source DCT coefficients , and increase in accuracy as DCT band bitplanes are decoded.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section evaluates the RD performance of the proposed DVC-AG codec considering QCIF resolution video sequences at 15 Hz characterized by rather different contents: Hall Monitor, Coastguard, Foreman and Soccer; this content variety is essential to obtain representative and meaningful RD performance results. The experiments are carried out using all frames of each sequence, i.e. 165 frames for the Hall Monitor sequence and 150 frames for the remaining video sequences. The key frames are Intra coded with the H.264/AVC Main profile using a quantization parameter depending on the RD point, guaranteeing a rather constant decoded video quality for the full set of frames (key frames and WZ frames) [9] . As usual in DVC, only luminance data is coded and a GOP size of 2 is considered, i.e. one WZ frame in between two H.264/AVC Intra coded frames. Table I shows the total rate R savings ΔR, in percentage, for the DVC-AG codec with the proposed iterative decoding technique presented in Section IV regarding the same codec with a single SI frame (DVC-SSI) for the Hall Monitor, Coastguard, Foreman and Soccer sequences respectively. The total rate savings are computed as: In Table I , Q j represents the j-th WZ quantization matrix associated with the j-th RD point [10] ; the higher the Q j , the higher is the rate and the quality. Since the proposed AG technique applies only to the WZ frames, Table I also depicts the WZ rate savings ΔR WZ in percentage to better assess the added value of the augmented LDPC graph. In addition, ΔPSNR represents the DVC-AG decoded PSNR quality difference with respect to the one obtained by the DVC-SSI codec. As shown in Table I , the decoded PSNR quality is similar for the two DVC coding solutions since, in both cases, the LDPC decoder requests for syndrome bits until successful decoding is reached; only a minor mismatch (between -0.06 dB and +0.1dB) in PSNR can be observed due to the presence of some residual errors in the decoded bitplane not detected by the CRC sum. Note that the (luminance) Rate and PSNR in Table I account for both WZ and key frames. In addition, Fig.  3 shows the RD performance (all frames) of both DVC-SSI and DVC-AG video codecs for the Soccer and Hall Monitor sequences, including the DISCOVER DVC, the H.264/AVC Intra and the H.264/AVC Zero Motion codec benchmarks [9] . Fig. 3 . RD performance of the DVC-SSI and DVC-AG video codecs for the Soccer and Hall Monitor sequences, QCIF, 15Hz, GOP 2.
As it can be observed from Table I and Fig. 3 , the proposed augmented graph decoding technique allows a reduction of the total rate up to 4.24% for the Soccer sequence. In terms of WZ rate, savings up to 8.0% can be reached for the Hall Monitor sequence. Higher ΔR gains are, therefore, obtained for the conditions where the usual DVC RD performance is poorer, i.e. high motion video sequences. This behavior is expected since video sequences with more complex motion content typically have a poorer SI thus leaving more room for improvements by exploiting multiple SI hypotheses. Notice that better overall performance (higher ΔR gains) can be also obtained for increased GOP lengths since the share of WZ frames among the total number of frames increases significantly. Comparing the proposed DVC-AG codec and DISCOVER DVC RD performances (see Fig. 3 ), DVC-AG codec performs consistently better mostly due to the usage of more efficient LDPC syndrome codes and the augmented graph approach. As expected, for low motion sequences the DVC-AG codec has better RD performance when compared to H.264/AVC Intra codec whereas for high motion sequences there is still a gap that needs to be overcome.
VI. CONCLUSION This paper proposes an augmented LDPC graph decoding approach to exploit the knowledge of multiple SI hypotheses in the Slepian-Wolf decoding process. An augmented graph is constructed by concatenating multiple LDPC syndrome decoders which are interconnected with novel linking nodes; these nodes are responsible to compute a joint probability conditioned on the multiple side information hypotheses. Experimental results show that WZ rate savings up to 8.0% can be obtained due to the positive effect that each side information hypothesis has in the DVC decoder performance. To further enhance RD performance, a more accurate CNM may be obtained by estimating different Laplacian distribution parameters for each DCT coefficient of every SI hypotheses. 
